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Abstract 

There are 277 different types of cancer in which various stages are present. Gene mutation 
causes pathogenesis which leads to cell proliferation Genetic disorders leads to grow in cell 
growth. With the help of bioinformatics and molecular techniques doctors can early diagnosis 
and give proper treatmentto patient including the risk of side effects. With the help of molecular 
genetic studies an improved understanding of genetic disorder is increased. 
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Introduction  

Cancer is the second leading cause of death.Cancer is a type of disease at tissue level with major 
challenge of specific diagnosis. Prostate, Breast cancer and blood cancer is most common in 
men, women and children. Cancer occurs because of mutation which changes cell 
functions. Chemical compounds have a great role in forming of gene mutation and cancer cells. 
Environmental chemical substances have carcinogenic factors which affect cytoplasm and 
nucleus of cell. Viruses,Bacteria and radiation rays causes 7% of all cancers. Cancer disrupts 
cellular relations leads to dysfunction of vital genes which leads to abnormal proliferation. 
Tumor suppressor genes triggers uncontrolled cell division. During the study of cell fate 
Epigenetics situation occur in which DNA methylation, histone modifications and nucleosome 
position play important role in cancer formation. A vast reduction in DNA methylation 
characterized cancer cells[1]–[5]. 

More than 100 trillion intelligent tumors are estimated. For 80 years life span cells must conjoin 
to keep a human being healthy over the sequence. If any cell give rise to a tumor and it is given 
by myriad cells than why is it fewer than half the population ever contracts a cancer to catch a 
doctor’s courtesy?  To be malignant a cell must attain several extraordinary abilities. To grow as 
a cancer cell , a normal cell must have at least seven different regulatory systems. Normal cells 
would quietly wait for a special chemical signal when the gas pedal continues in dividing in 
many situations this is known from an injured neighbor. Regrowth messages are imitation by 
these messages. Stop dividing commands must ignore by tumor cells must ignore that are sent 
out by the adjacent tissues than they squeeze by their own interior aging mechanisms. With some 
sort of DNA all cancerous cell have serious problems and as they paired again and again, many 
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cells that supply oxygen and nutrients end up resultingin colony.  Autodestruct mechanisms in 
healthy cells trigger stress. To avoid this kind of suicide tumor cells find some ways for 
attraction of blood vessels. To build the infrastructure they have to persuade nearby blood 
vesselsto thrive. All cancers acquire is immortality that is fifth derangement Immortality A. After 
50 to 70 generations culture of normal human cells stops dividing after.  To sustain a person 
through even a century of healthy life that is more enough doublings. But the great mainstream 
of cells in tumors quickly die because of their genetic defects reproduce for an indefinite period 
if the tumor is to grow. The survivors do so in part by deploying gene-free complexes of DNA, 
their telomeres and protein that protect the ends of each chromosome. They are probably not 
deadly but Invasion Tumors that develop these five faculties are trouble.  The ability to 
occupynear tissue and then metastasize to detached parts of the body that gives cancer its mortal 
character is a sixth asset. Local attacks can usually be impassive surgically. As a 
result,Metastases are nine of every 10 deaths from the disease. Avoidance of immune system 
recognition. The anti-tumor activity of immune system quickly eliminates cells with abandoned 
growth. Effective tumor cells therefore have to block these machineries. 

 

Result/ Conclusion 

Environmental factors related to genetic mutations have been identified. Because of molecular 
methods we figure the capacity of gene expression and defective proteins. Cancer biomarkers 
can also be detected by molecular methods. Because of these discoveries treatment and reduction 
of cancer is become more efficient. Some points of epigenetic have been identified.   
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